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Is this the
Worst Flooded
Village Ever?

A Message From Our New Chairman
Laurence Waterhouse, the new
chairman of the National Flood
Forum reflects on his new role
and how his experiences of being
flooded will shape his work...

Laurence Waterhouse

the National
Newsletter.

As the newly
e l e c t e d
Chairmen of
the National
Flood Forum, I
am delighted
to write the
foreword
to
this edition of
Flood Forum

standing trustees and our
immediate past Chairman, Brendan
Glynane and immediate past Vice
Chairman, Phil Awford for all their
work on behalf of the NFF.

own house for over twenty years
and being flooded five times in the
last few years when the first fifteen
years were ‘flood free’, brings you
around to the train of thought that
changes are happening, not just
As a multiple time flood victim
here in the UK, but throughout the
myself and through working in the
world.
‘flood’ industry, I am ever more
concerned about the changes in I have just returned from working
weather patterns - in consequence – in Romania on flood risk projects
flood events. I am firmly of the for the EU and that country has
opinion that having lived in my Continued on Page 2...

Firstly, I would like to thank my
fellow trustees for electing me to
this role and on behalf of Charles
Tucker, our new Vice Chairman, I
would like to say we feel honoured
to have the opportunity to lead the
NFF in these challenging times.
I would also like to thank our long

Laurence's House in North Yorkshire during the Floods of 2007
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A Message From Our Chairman
Continued From Front Page...

series that are unlikely to be stationary in the future.

seen the worst floods in living memory with whole
villages being washed away. During the present
century, it is anticipated that the UK’s climate will
become wetter and more stormy and sea levels will
rise. This will result in an increased flood risk both
inland (adjacent to rivers and smaller water courses)
and along low-lying coasts. Such an increase in flood
risk will be damaging to the UK’s economy and
society. Economic assets thought to be especially
vulnerable include transport links, residential
properties, public services related to water supply and
treatment and commercial premises.

It is estimated that the associated flood losses could
increase by 27% by the year 2020, 68% by the year
2050 and 115% by the year 2080 due to the effects of
climatic change. The largest contribution to these
increases is the combination of the large number of
properties and reduction of the 50 year return period
to between 17 and 34 years.

The responsibility for protecting land and property
from flooding in the UK lies primarily with land
owners, although local authorities, government
agencies and central government are responsible for
flood warnings and grant-aiding flood protection
schemes.
In accordance with IPCC (International Panel on
Climate Change) predictions for other parts of the
world, it is anticipated that flooding is likely to
increase across the UK this century. Under the
Hadley Centre Low and Medium-low scenarios the
increase in the size of floods is likely to be <10%.
However, by the 2080s under the Medium high and
High scenarios, these same floods could be 20%
larger. In especially sensitive river basins, floods
which presently occur on average once in fifty years
could occur twice as frequently.
These results are consistent with predicted increases
in rainfall over the UK during this century. However,
given the many limiting assumptions in current
models, the precise values for increased flood flows
and reduced return periods should only be seen as
indicative.
This is especially important given that current
precipitation predictions fall within the range of
natural variability and the stationary assumption of
flood frequency models sits ill-at-ease with climatic

These increases in terms of climate change should be
seen as indicative of the likely changes in annual
damage to be expected over the UK as a whole. It is a
sobering thought but there is some comfort from the
government’s response to the Pitt Report and in
recent and upcoming legislation.
The NFF are contributing to this ongoing process of
consultation and I might add that there is no better
organisation to do so since we represent the victims
and other individuals affect by flooding. Your stories,
case studies, experiences, etc.. are vital in seeing
flooding from the sharp end and the NFF will
campaign tirelessly for better flood defences and
resilience measures.
At our last board meeting, in these constantly
changing times, we spent a significant amount of time
on strategy and the way forward for the NFF. The
fruits of these discussions and strategies will I hope
be developed in the months ahead and will be
reported on in this Newsletter.
For many people who deal with the NFF the public
face of our organisation is our staff and I would like
to take this opportunity to thank our staff – Mary,
Amanda, Paul and Heather for all their work, often
carried out in difficult and distressing circumstances.
My thanks also go to all the flood groups, trustees and
companies that contribute their time and knowledge
to the NFF. Thank you to you all. Here’s hoping for a
long hot (and dry) spring and summer
Laurence Waterhouse
Chairman NFF
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Post Pitt - The Business Case for
a National Flood Rescue Framework
Background and Context
Sir Michael Pitt’s Review into the Summer 2007
floods praised the role of many organisations
carrying out flood rescue, including the Fire and
Rescue Service (FRS), the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA), the Royal National
Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) and the Armed Forces.
Evidence submitted to his Review also highlighted
the valuable role of voluntary search and rescue
organisations such as Rapid UK, Severn Area
Rescue Association and Avon and Somerset Search
and Rescue.
However, Sir Michael identified that a lack of
clarity about who was responsible for carrying out

responding would still not necessarily have the
right resources or training to respond safely.
The Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA) was a
major contributor to the Pitt Review, and has long
argued for a national multi-agency framework for
flood rescue, establishing robust typing and
accreditation arrangements for rescue teams and
setting standards for equipment and training.
CFOA’s evidence to the Pitt Review and its own
2006 Major Flood Response report, “Management
of Major Flood Emergencies”, argued that these
structures were essential to enable rescue teams
from a range of different services and agencies to
be ‘plugged’ seamlessly into a regional or national
response to wide area flooding.
Sir Michael’s recommendation
No.39 stated that;
“The Government should
urgently put in place a fully
funded national capability for
flood rescue, with Fire and
Rescue Authorities playing a
leading role, underpinned as
necessary by a statutory duty.”

and coordinating flood rescue placed both the
public and responders at unnecessary risk. He
concluded that timeliness and the effectiveness of
the response were diminished since there were no
common systems of work or understanding of
command, control and risk. Further, a number of
voluntary search and rescue organisations
experienced difficulty in engaging with the
response effort as there was no clear and consistent
structure within which they could operate.
Sir Michael’s conclusion was that in the event of
another wide-area flooding emergency, those

On 17th December 2008, The
Secr etary of Stat e for
Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs, Hillary Benn,
announced the Government’s
response to the Pitt Review,
covering in detail its response to
all 92 recommendations.

A National Flood Emergency Framework
Government has accepted Sir Michael’s
recommendation to establish an overarching Flood
Emergency Framework and DEFRA has issued a
consultative document covering the key component
elements. These include:
• A new Flood Forecasting Centre jointly operated
by the Environment Agency and the Met Office.
• A new national flood rescue capability.
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• A new mapping programme to assist planning
for reservoir or dam failure.
CFOA’s 2006 research identified the benefits of
bringing the Met Office and Environment Agency
together during a major flood event and during the
2007 floods bought both agencies into its National
Flood Support Team (NFST). As a result of this,
CFOA have now been asked to contribute to the
work necessary to establish the new joint Flood
Forecasting Centre and of particular interest, will
be identifying ways of improving probabilistic
warnings and their “interpretation” to make them of
more immediate use to front
line responder organisations.
This could include predesignated “trigger levels”
for action, or simple check
lists for consideration.
With regard to a national
flood rescue capability and
recommendation No.39, the
Government has set up a
DEFRA lead National
Project to engage all of the
key statutory and voluntary
agencies. To deliver its
objectives, the National
Project Group will work with
the UK Search and Rescue
(UKSAR) Strategic Committee and its Flooding
Sub Group, currently chaired by CFOA. This
existing multi-agency forum brings together a
range of specialists from relevant partner
organisations including the Fire and Rescue
Service, Police, Maritime and Coastguard Agency,
Royal Air Force, all voluntary groups, and in this
instance, is represented by the Royal National
Lifeboat Institution and Mountain Rescue Council.
The challenge set by Government is to effect a
significant improvement in flood rescue capability
and co-ordination between the agencies concerned.
Whilst the thorny issues of statutory clarity and
long term funding are not immediately addressed in
the Government’s response to Pitt, the DEFRA
project is mandated to examine existing capabilities
and statutory arrangements before making
recommendations for change and identifying any
long term investment requirements that may be

necessary.
Achieving consensus on the best way forward has
been assisted by a CFOA organised US/UK Major
Flood Response Symposium held in North Carolina
in October 2008. The sixty UK delegates included
key specialists from DEFRA, Met Office, RAF,
Coast Guard, RNLI and Mountain Rescue Council
in addition to FRS representatives from each
English Region, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland.
The week long Symposium gave opportunities for
delegates to review US and UK arrangements from

a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary perspective in
order to refine future objectives. From this and
CFOA’s previous research, we have been able to
quickly reach agreement that an enhanced national
capability will only be a reality if we agree, and
embed common standards across all the relevant
organisations. The proposed single overarching
framework will help to deliver this, supported by
detailed multi-agency flood rescue standards and
team typing arrangements, common operating and
command/co-ordination procedures.
Up to £2 million has been made available to
DEFRA by Government within the current
spending review period (i.e. to 31 March 2011) to
carry out the initial project work and deliver any
immediate enhancements necessary. Government
has challenged the project with delivering flood
rescue improvement in four distinct areas;
1) Making more effective use of existing flood
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rescue capabilities through a comprehensive
multi-agency flood rescue framework supported
by team typing and accreditation systems, along
with national standards for training and
equipment. (First draft documents by Autumn
2009)
2) Quantifying current capabilities and rescue
capacity to create a national register of capable
flood rescue assets. (Initial register to be
completed by May 2009)
3) Identifying any capability gaps and making
recommendations for addressing them.
(Enhancements to be procured before winter
2009/10)
4) Ensuring certainty, clarity and consistency in
major flood rescue approach by communicating
and testing the outcomes of this project with all
Local Resilience Forums, statutory and
voluntary flood rescue providers. (Testing the
new arrangements through a national exercise in
2011)

Project Deliverables/Outcomes
The overall objective of this project is to deliver
Safer Communities and Safer Responders.
Although there is a great deal to be done, it is clear
that to be effective, a multi-agency flood rescue
framework will need to ensure best strategic use is
made of limited specialist resources. Whilst details
are yet to be agreed, this is likely to involve:
• A resource typing system – describing what
rescue teams can safely achieve
• An accreditation system – ensuring that all
organisations offering specialist flood rescue
teams are competent to do so.
• A credentialing system to ensure that individuals
undertaking specialist rescue on behalf of
accredited organisations are competent to do so.
• A National Asset Register – identifying the
rescue assets available from accredited
organisations at a local and national level
• Common multi-agency operating procedures in
the form of a multi-agency flood rescue/response
manual
• Common training, PPE and equipment standards

Future Work for FRS and Limitations of
the National Project
Whilst this project will establish robust flood
rescue procedures and standards in order to deliver
an enhanced major flood response for England, its
scope does not automatically extend to Scotland,
Wales or Northern Ireland. For many UK search
and rescue partners, this is not an issue as they
already have a UK wide remit. Hence, once the
project has established robust standards and
working arrangements, they can be applied UK
wide by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency,
Military, RNLI and the many voluntary groups.
However, this provides a number of challenges for
FRS, especially in Scotland where the statutory
position differs from the rest of the UK. The
CFOA’s Inland Water Strategic and Tactical
groups includes representatives from all devolved
administrations, and therefore will be doing what it
can within CFOA and the “English” project to
ensure that a finalised flood rescue framework and
supporting manuals are suitable for adoption more
widely, should devolved administrations choose to
do so.
It should also be remembered that Government has
only charged this national project with making
provision for major flood events requiring a
national level response. Provision of a response to
localised flooding, or the provision of a more
general water rescue capability currently remains
unfunded and out of scope. This retains the status
quo position, in that Fire and Rescue Services may
choose to agree locally, through their Integrated
Risk Management Plan (IRMP) process, to deliver
a rescue service to the full range of flood and water
related events.
Whilst it is disappointing that these issues remain
unresolved, the creation of robust standards and
frameworks for flood/water rescue through the
national project will provide all FRS and voluntary
groups with the systems and guidance manuals
necessary for them to undertake “local” flood/water
rescue safely and effectively should they choose to
do so, reducing risks to the public and responders
alike.
P. Hayden, Chief Fire Officer
Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service
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Flossy to the Rescue!
The floods in Hull were the worst natural disaster in the city’s 708 year history. David Gibson,
Hull’s Flood Recovery Director, explains the vital role in managing the Recovery Phase,
played by the City Council’s innovative database.

Information gathering
The immediate need in order to respond
appropriately to any emergency is for information,
and gathering this in itself presents its own
problems. These include:-

arrangements, to enable the Council to support its
on-going response. Each household was
categorised as requiring a Gold, Silver or Bronze
level of support from the Council based on the
relative vulnerability of the property’s residents.

• How to store the information in order to ensure
it is accessible as required.

• How to present this information to meet the
varying needs of the services involved.

• How to do all this as quickly as possible.
• Prioritising to ensure effective decision making
on a solution.
All these problems need people behind the scenes
in the unsung world of the back office and the even
deeper recesses of ICT to rise to the occasion and
in Hull that is just what the committed hardworking
staff did.
In the immediate aftermath of the June floods,
approximately 700 Hull City Council staff were
transported by bus to flooded areas to conduct
door to door surveys with residents of flood
affected properties. There is no substitute for
‘presence in the community’ and this served the
dual purpose of intelligence gathering and
providing a reassuringly visible aspect of the
council to residents.
The initial objective of the survey was to quickly
identify the city’s most vulnerable residents and
emergency situations in order that their needs
could be met as a priority. Additional information
was collected such as property tenure type,
insurance arrangements and resident contact
information, including temporary accommodation

It was critical that the information gathered in the
surveys could be made available to the multitude
of support services involved in the recovery action
as quickly as possible. It was soon recognised that
the use of spreadsheets would not support such
concurrent access by so many and that version
control would quickly become unmanageable.

Database development
In response to this requirement, the Council’s ICT
Team rapidly developed a web-based database
known as FLOSS (Flood Support System). Using
the system’s user-friendly interface, multiple users
from the Council and partner services were able to
access and update the information gathered in the
initial surveys. The core flood dataset was built
around the Council’s Land and Property Gazetteer
(LLPG), which holds a unique record of every
property in the City. Use of the LLPG prevented
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the duplication of property records whilst enabling
information to be easily plotted against maps of
the City. This visual illustration of the extent and
progression of the flood water proved extremely
powerful in the early days of the flood, to evidence
the Council’s need for external support and in
ensuring resources were directed to areas of the
City with greatest need.
Community-based teams took responsibility for
entering and maintaining records whilst a central
recovery team monitored, analysed and reported
incoming data to inform the Council’s strategic
response. The Council’s Call Centre and
Customer Service Centre, along with a number of
Council support services, used the database to
record all interaction with residents to provide a
single view of the property with real-time
information on the recovery process.
Residents not contacted in the initial survey
exercises were visited by, or made contact with,
community-based teams and the Council’s Call
Centre. The number of flood-affected properties
recorded in FLOSS continued to rise at an
alarming rate for many weeks, with daily FLOSS
reports providing senior managers and councillors
with the detailed statistical information essential
for planning the Council’s ‘next steps’.

Changing information needs
As the impact of the flood and the needs of the
citizens became more apparent, the Council’s
response took a number of new directions
including the distribution of donated goods,
allocation of the Hull Flood Fund for the relief of
immediate hardship and the use of caravans for
housing displaced residents. Consequently, the
requirements of the database changed
significantly with increased functionality needed to
record, monitor and report upon new activities.
This is ‘scope creep’ on a scale that would not be
acceptable in most projects but in these
circumstances it was very difficult to predict the
type of activity and management information
requirements. The FLOSS database proved to be
scalable and flexible enough to accommodate the
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ever-changing needs
of the Council’s flood
recovery process.
As time progressed,
questions
being
asked
about
the
effects of the flood
became increasingly
diverse. Whilst Hull
was able to respond
to over 90% of
information requests
using FLOSS there
remained a small
number of requests
relating to the social
attributes of each
household that the
Council was unable to satisfy. For example, more
detailed information on the ages of children in each
property would have enabled the Council to more
easily understand the impact of the floods on
educational attainment.

Single view of the customer
The Council quickly established its Flood Advice
Service (FAS) which provided residents with a ‘one
stop flood shop’ in the form of a dedicated call
centre and mobile advice units. The FLOSS
database proved to be an essential tool for the
FAS enabling staff to record, update and view
information on the recovery process. This process
inevitably required the involvement of a variety of
Council and voluntary services and, by providing a
complete picture of all activity associated with each
property, FLOSS enabled service providers to coordinate their response with that of other services
whilst enabling the FAS to provide residents with
the most up to date progress information.

Data integration
The flood data became particularly powerful when
integrated with existing Council datasets. For
example, by comparing the flood dataset with the
Council’s housing database, flood affected Council
properties were quickly identified and the priorities

already established were used to inform the
planning of the housing repairs programme.
Merging FLOSS and Council Tax data ensured
that accurate payee details and temporary address
details were available for the provision of floodassistance cheques to residents, including one off
payments for the most vulnerable residents,
Council Tax rebates and de-humidifier energy
payments.

Monitoring the recovery process
A number of key milestones to recovery were
identified for affected properties, mainly relating to
the provision of financial support, the re-housing of
residents and the drying out and re-fitting of
properties.
The FLOSS database was used to record progress
in achieving these milestones and, as such,
provided an up to minute view of where the
Council was in terms of its recovery programme.
To avoid the double-keying of data and to maintain
continuity of business processes, detailed
information relating to recovery activity remained
within the business information systems used by
Housing, Social Services and Payment services
with only high level milestone data being recorded
in FLOSS.
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Whilst this is beginning to sound quite technical,
staff never lost sight of the fact that this was about
alleviating hardship and suffering for residents.
The people aspect of the recovery was never far
away and stories of staff going beyond the call of
duty were common. One drove paramedics
through the deeper water in his sandbag truck to
treat a casualty and returned them all to their
ambulance. Housing Officers, Wardens and other
community staff assisted residents to deploy
sandbags and move furniture to safety.

Reporting
Throughout the flood response period, the FLOSS
database was interrogated to provide detailed
information on the affected properties and
residents to inform the Council’s strategic
response. For the more technical amongst us, the
creation of a relational database enabled data to
be ‘cut’ in a variety of ways to inform the recovery
process.
In addition to providing vital service planning
information for the Council, extracts of data were
used to inform the actions of number of external
agencies including the Red Cross and the
Community Voluntary Service and to respond to
regular questioning from central government on
the severity of the flooding and the Council’s
response to it.
The availability of up to the minute, accurate flood
information from FLOSS supported the Council’s
ability to communicate flood-related notices and
updates through local, national and international
press releases.
A number of educational establishments became
interested in Hull’s experience and the lessons
learned during the recovery process. The role of
the FLOSS database in recovery was of particular
interest whilst also providing statistical information
to a number of the research programmes.

Data security
The FLOSS dataset contained confidential and
personal information that had been gathered solely

for the purpose of providing residents with flood
recovery support and, as such, access was
carefully managed using password protection.
Sensitive information, such as that held in FLOSS
carries with it responsibilities (including legal
responsibilities) and trust.
Disclosing information inappropriately could have
serious implications therefore awareness and clear
guidance to staff was crucial. Requests for
information from agencies outside of the recovery
process were given careful consideration with only
summarised data being made available where it
was regarded as legally permissible. For example,
prospective home buyers contacting the Council to
request information on which properties had
flooded were referred to the Environment Agency
for summarised information regarding areas at risk
from flooding.

Conclusion
By providing the right information in the right place
and at the right time, the FLOSS database was
fundamental to Hull’s successful recovery from the
devastation caused by the floods in June 2007.
The rapid development and deployment of FLOSS
across the organisation played a major part in
Hull’s timely and effective response to the disaster.
FLOSS enabled the Council to locate the City’s
most vulnerable residents in the immediate
aftermath of the floods, recorded and monitored
the continuing progress of the flooding in the
following weeks and underpinned recovery
operations throughout.
The Council’s ability to provide timely, detailed and
accurate management information to a wide
audience throughout the flood recovery process
has received acclaim from both the staff involved
and a number of external agencies including
central government.
David Gibson
Assistant Chief Executive
Hull City Council
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Houses on Stilts
Alan Aldous BSc CEng MIET is a retired Chartered Engineer who has a long interest in flooding after
experiencing the disastrous flooding in the Bristol area in July 1968 in which 9 people died and bridges
on A class roads were swept away. He served for 9 years as a member of the Bristol Avon Local
Flood Defence Committee. In this article he asks the question: Why not build houses on stilts?
With the Pitt Review saying there can be no ban to

stilts. No publicity is given at times of flood to any

building on floodplains, it is time to think how to

of these successful designs.

build flood resistant buildings. An outright ban was
never the answer because water runs downhill, so,
even if not one extra property was built in the
floodplain, increased run-off from development
outside the floodplain will reach watercourses and
the floodplain more quickly. Government policy for
another 3 million houses will have a significant
impact everywhere, so efforts need to be focussed
on new construction techniques that will provide
sustainable houses.
Many modern houses are constructed directly from
a concrete slab a few inches above ground level
giving no margin for flooding. Serious flooding is
occurring more regularly in urban areas because of
drainage problems, so whether new development
is

in

the

floodplain,

near

major

or

minor

watercourses, or in urban areas, the simple
answer to reduce flood risk is to raise floor levels.

How high should one build? Recent flooding at
Crewkerne showed a house that was raised 2 feet,
but experienced water 3 feet deep. The critical
decision is to make absolutely sure that the lowest
floor does not flood again by adding allowances for
climate change and freak weather. If it is high
enough, a bonus is that car parking can be
provided underneath as happens on all the houses
we viewed.
As usual, the planning permission process was
difficult, but our ‘flood proof’ design was eventually
approved although there was an objection from the
Environment Agency. The Agency generally does
not like ‘houses on stilts’ because the area
underneath is sometimes later enclosed. This
problem could easily be overcome by attaching
conditions to the planning permission that are
enforceable. The Agency is right to want this space

A group of civic leaders in Gloucestershire recently

left open for water flow and flood compensation

called for radical approaches to limit the misery of

reasons, but given the misery, stress, and cost of

flooding such as building ‘houses on stilts’, to

being flooded, I question their policy when the

which Prince Charles gave support. Houses like

advantages are so great.

this are quite common abroad, but unusual in this
country where there seems to be a ‘mind set’ that
houses have to be ‘fixed to the ground’. The Dutch
are way ahead in their thinking, building complete
houses with flexible main service connections that
can rise and fall on a flood.

Even if it was technically feasible, the amount of
money the Government provides for building new
flood defences will never be enough, so building on
stilts would eliminate the unacceptable calls for the
ABI not to provide insurance cover. After rebuilding
we found Insurance Companies are satisfied that

Needing to rebuild our own home after the floods

sufficient flood protection measures have been

of October 2000, we were told there were ‘houses

taken to provide competitive insurance.

on stilts’ in Abingdon and Bewdley, both high flood
risk areas. The houses at Bewdley are not actually
on stilts but are raised above ground, and the big
surprise was that the Community Centre was on

The extra cost of the raised deck for our ‘one-off’
house was £25,000, but this has to be balanced
against claims for flooding that can easily be
£30,000 to £40,000. The additional cost for
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Houses on Stilts
standard new houses could be much lower by
using modern construction techniques, a small
price to pay to for peace of mind in flood risk
areas.
New houses can be built on stilts, but what about
existing houses? A house in Tewkesbury recently

During 2005, a national
newspaper carried an
advert
for a new ‘raised house’
near Stratford on Avon,
clearly in the floodplain.
This proves other
Councils have
accepted the principle of
houses on stilts.

received planning permission to raise the floors
and walls by 3 feet at a cost of £100,000, but it is
Grade I listed which raises more complications.
Other complete houses have been raised in the

A group of three quite
traditional looking houses
near the Severn in
Bewdley. All were built in
the 1980’s.

past. However, where floor levels cannot be
raised except by major expense, the insistence of
Insurance Companies of ‘like for like’ replacement
seriously limits options when repair work is
carried out.
Given more flexibility, consideration could be
given to changing to ‘upside down’ living by
reinstalling the kitchen and bathroom that have
‘high replacement value’ on the first floor. This
would make them less vulnerable, limit the size of
any future claims, and potentially speed up the
return of people into their own homes after flood
damage.
Being able to design your own house is a
privilege, being able to design one that is
considered ‘flood proof’ is rare, and like the
owners at Abingdon and Bewdley, our experience
is

completely

positive.

The

design

of

The frame of our house.
Since riverside land is silt it
was necessary to pile to
six metres to reach a
solid layer. A ground
beam linked the pile caps,
and the support columns
and platform were cast on
site on to which the oak
frame was erected.

The finished house has
wooden decking linking the
living area to
the garden in a
sympathetic way that
totally conceals the
stark nature concrete
platform. This
demonstrates that
raised properties can be
made to blend in the
surroundings.

the

completed house was proved in January 2008
when water levels rose although lower than

Water levels were high
during construction in
January 2003.

October 2000. A further property on stilts was
completed near Stratford on Avon in 2005, so
another Council is sympathetic to the design.
With so many advantages to building on stilts, the
radical approach proposed by Gloucestershire
Group needs support. For any change to happen,
the

Environment

Agency,

Local

Authorities,

English Heritage, the Construction and Insurance
Industries all need to take a more flexible
approach to house design.
Alan Aldous BSc CEng MIET

However, the first
opportunity to prove
the completed house
occurred in January 2008,
although levels were
about 18 inches below
the October
2000 event.
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REPORTS
Swallowfield Forms a Resilience Group
Following the July 2007 flooding,
Swallowfield Parish Council launched
an initiative to identify and set about
rectifying many defective drainage
systems throughout the Parish of
Swallowfield.
Swallowfield Parish is situated in
Berkshire to the south of Reading just
north of the Hampshire border. The
villages which comprise the parish are
rural although some have been
subjected to new development in recent
years; the parish also includes a major
park land through which two rivers, the
Loddon and Blackwater flow and whose confluence
occurs within Swallowfield Park, the River Loddon
flows into the River Thames near the village of

Wargrave. Our parish is mostly low lying and parts
of it are subject to regularly flooding.
Following the severe localised flooding in July
2007 and associated damage to properties within
the Parish it was discovered that many water
courses, ditches etc. had fallen into disrepair.
Additionally many flood relief assets such as
balancing ponds established at the time of new
development had not been maintained properly by
Thames Water and other responsible agencies.
The remit of the newly formed Resilience Group is
to continue the work of the Parish Council and this
has resulted in the preparation of a detailed
strategic plan identifying many flood patterns at a
localised level within the parish. The group is now
beginning to actively lobby the local authority,
Thames Water and the Environment Agency to
review areas prone to flooding to assist or
undertake changes where necessary to ditches and
other water management assets within the parish.
The Parish Council and the group have become
acutely aware that flooding is often the result of
upstream or down stream events; as such
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REPORTS

Swallowfield Forms a Resilience Group (continued)
cooperation with national agencies such as the
Environment Agency is absolutely key in managing

Swallowfield Parish Council is a member of the
National Flood Forum and they, together with the

flood risks at a local level.

newly formed Resilience Group have been grateful
to the NFF for their assistance and guidance to date.

At a local level the group is
planning to develop a list
of volunteers who can be
called upon to inspect and
report any problems with
any of the watercourses
within the parish at times
flooding is expected
additionally the group
hopes to establish a
network of people who can
be called upon to assist
with equipment if
necessary should a major
flood such as the 2007
event re-occur.

Design allows quick and easy assembly and
dismantling
Aluminium and steel manufacture, practical,
light and resilient.
Suitable for both residential and commercial
protection
Caro Flood Defence Systems Limited

Edge Barn, 11 Market Hill,
Royston, Herts SG8 9JN

01763 244446
www.carofds.co.uk
Part of the Caro Group of Companies – www.caro.co.uk
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Flying the FLAG for Kempsey
FLAG are now working with the
Environment Agency, parish council and
district council to prepare a robust case
to present at the FDC meeting in
September. The hopes are that
Kempsey’s flood alleviation scheme will
then be approved for 2010/11.

Villagers from Kempsey in Worcestershire have
reformed their Flood Action Group (FLAG) in a bid
to secure Local Levy funding for its flood alleviation
scheme.
Kempsey homes have flooded 23 times in the last 30
years. In July 2007, more than 150 properties –
almost a tenth of the village – suffered some degree
of flooding from the River Severn and Hatfield
Brook. The main A38 that runs through the village
was closed for three days. Several homes are still
unoccupied 18 months and four floods later.
Villagers were therefore delighted when the
Environment Agency designed a viable flood
alleviation scheme. The proposal is to build a bund
around the outlet of the
Hatfield Brook, with a pump
to move excess water into the
River Severn.
FLAG members presented the
scheme, along with more than
50 letters of support and a
452-name petition, to the
Midlands Flood Defence
Committee (FDC) meeting in
January. However, the FDC
had decided at a previous
meeting not to prioritise
Kempsey’s flood defences for
implementation in 2009.

FLAG has three working groups –
Communications (with villagers and
external organisations); Funding
(organising fund-raising events, and
seeking third party involvement to
reduce the scheme’s estimated £1.45m
cost); and Data (sourcing accurate data
about the impact and cost of flooding to the village).
Standard bearers for FLAG are chairpersons Dan
Corns and Cathy Garner. Cathy owns one of two
grade 2 listed thatched cottages that were used as
hospitals for Cromwell’s men in the Civil War. Both
cottages have flooded six times in 12 months, are
uninsurable and unfit to live in.
Cathy said: “Some people, like me, are in danger of
getting into serious debt, with houses that are
unsellable and standing empty. But, the flood
alleviation scheme won’t just benefit us. Insurance
costs should come down, house prices should go up
and road access should improve for everyone in the
village.”
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Flying the FLAG for Kempsey (continued)
“July 20th 2007 was a totally
unexpected summer’s day –
preparing for Beth’s wedding in
a week’s time and then suddenly
having to lift furniture, and at
4am climbing out with my
arthritic husband over the stable
doors into 4ft of rising sewage
and river water. It was a miracle
we got him out”

“July 20th 2007 was a totally
unexpected summer’s day –
preparing for Beth’s wedding in
a week’s time and then suddenly
having to lift furniture, and at
4am climbing out with my
arthritic husband over the stable
doors into 4ft of rising sewage
and river water. It was a miracle
we got him out”

“It’s flooded so often now,
I’m afraid it’ll happen
again every time it rains
heavily”

A Compelling Case for
Kempsey

• The

sheer numbers of
homes and people affected
regularly by flooding make
Kempsey’s case critical. In
2007, around 150 homes
were affected by flooding.
Many older people were cut
off from road access and
had to be rescued by
neighbours and emergency
services.

• Contamination caused by
flooding of the village sewer
works presents a major
public health hazard.

• Homes and businesses are
cut off when the main A38
through the village is under
water. This major trunk road
is frequently used as a
diversion route when the
nearby M5 is closed.

• Villagers are on almost
constant flood alert each
time there is heavy rainfall.
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Oxford - Floods and Resilience
The disastrous floods in the summer of 2007,
however, really brought home the need for building in
flood resilience during the complete refurbishment of
the entire ground floor of my house. The previous
As there hadn’t been a flood here in Oxford since
floods in the winters of 2000 and 2003 had been less
1947, apart from the water in low-lying fields most
severe and had written off an original oak floor and
years, the event in 2000 was seen by most of us as a
its subsequent replacement, but the havoc wreaked by
one-off. So we made our claims, dried
a much greater depth of water in 2007
out our houses, replaced our floors
convinced me that this was something
“As those of us that
and possessions like-for-like, just as
that I was not prepared to suffer in
have endured repeated
we were advised to by our insurers.
future. As those of us that have
flooding know only too
We were a bit taken aback, therefore,
well, the flooding itself is endured repeated flooding know only
when it happened all over again in
too well, the flooding itself is usually
usually over and done
2003. Once again, we were all
over and done with in just a few days;
with
in
just
a
few
days;
advised by our various insurers that
it’s the long, drawn-out process that
it’s
the
long,
drawn-out
we were covered “like-for-like” and
follows that really gets you down.
that’s just what we were going to be process that follows that
The seemingly endless drone of the
really gets you down
paid for, to the extent that several
dryers and de-humidifiers was
claimants were given vouchers for
preceded by the visit of the loss-adjuster, a very
carpets, furniture and fittings etc to ensure that they
pleasant and capable young woman who took one
couldn’t replace items with anything that hadn’t been
look and said immediately that I would be referred to
approved by their insurance companies or their
their large-claim department (as opposed to their
agents.
large claim department, which they would have
I felt then, that this policy really didn’t make a lot of needed to handle the huge volume of work).
sense, but couldn’t make a lot of headway with
I was, however, saved from the pain of having plaster
insurers who insisted that their hands were tied and
stripped from the walls, as a previous owner of the
no leeway was offered.
house had either already done that or none had been
applied in the first place, the lower part of the wall
having been wainscoted when I bought it. I had hoped
that the wooden tongue-and-groove that had replaced
the old-fashioned fluted hardboard (that those of us of
a certain age might remember from fish & chip shops
and pelmets in the fifties and sixties) might survive,
but that was not to be; it all came off, to be joined
soon after by warped floorboards and joists and stored
as firewood for my ceramic stove.

Nick Hills from Oxford explains how he made
his house flood resilient instead of the normal
like for like replacement insurance job...

It was clear that the most vulnerable part of the house
was the suspended oak floor, as it had been ruined in
the lesser floods of 2000 and 2003, let alone 2007. It
only takes a couple of inches of water above floor
level to write off a wooden floor, especially one that
has been laid as tightly-jointed tongue & groove,
rather than the square-edged loosely-jointed (and
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Oxford - Floods and Resilience (Continued)
construction of the sump decided upon before the
concrete was poured. Most of these considerations
were quite straightforward and we concluded that the
sump must not penetrate the membrane under the
concrete pad, otherwise the pump would be trying to
pull water out of the entire Thames Valley. However,
even this decision entailed discussing the various pros
& cons with the builders and their inevitable pencil
drawings on my sitting-room wall. The sump is now
in place, but the pump has yet to be installed as time,
money and I are not inexhaustible.

draughty) floorboards laid by our forebears.
I had also been aware in some of the wetter winters
prior to 2000 that I had standing water under my
floor, as it was suspended over nothing but soil and
there was nothing to get in the way of rising
groundwater.
It was also clear that a stone floor on an insulated
concrete pad with a waterproof membrane beneath
was going to be an expensive option. I was fortunate,
therefore, that I was able to claim for an oak floor,
rather than a much cheaper pine floor.
Even so, a bit of robbing Peter to pay Paul, and some
grant money from several charitable funds was
needed to make it viable. I chose travertine, as used
by the Romans to build the
Coliseum, I’m led to
believe, although they
probably chose it for
different reasons. This has
now been sealed to provide
an attractive, nonpermeable surface.
An integral part of the
resilience scheme was the
sump and pump; the siting
of the sump had to be
discussed, a gentle fall in
the floor had to be built in
to direct water towards it
and the dimensions and

With my old T&G panelling now destined for the
stove, I had to figure out what was to replace it. I had
decided from the outset that I wanted to replicate the
familiar wainscoting, but wood, in this instance, was
not good. Countless hours were spent thinking about
the aesthetics of a cement screed or the practicability
of lime (it’s not as easy to work with as cement), both
scored to resemble wood, until I finally stumbled
upon the notion of using plastic (fantastic!). One of
the builders working on the refurb was known as
“Windows”, as that was his forte. He had a piece of
plastic sheeting in his van that was most often used as
the exterior cladding of uPVC conservatories. It’s as
cheap as chips, it comes in 5m lengths and is preformed to look like tongue & groove. Bingo! A bit
more research threw up a primer called ESP (Easy
Surface Primer) that enabled me to paint it green, as it
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Oxford - Floods and Resilience (Continued)
was very white.
It’s since been pointed out that using uPVC once is a
lot Greener than replacing wood repeatedly. You’d
never notice that it’s not wood at all now and the
problem of allowing air behind the plastic to allow
the brickwork to breathe or to dry post-flooding was
solved with the occasional grille.
Plans for a new kitchen made entirely of recycled
plastic were eventually shelved in favour of a cheap
& cheerful set of cabinets from Ikea, due mainly to
the costs involved.
It’s hoped that if the waters rise again, the sump,
pump and door boards will keep the level in the
kitchen down to a manageable level and that the
plastic legs will be long enough to keep the cabinets
out of harm’s way. Appliances have been raised
where possible, as have electric sockets throughout.
It’s during the discussions with builders regarding the
floor, the wall, the materials to be used, in fact

Geodesign Barriers
• BSI Kite marked

• Long proven record

For more info, contact:
britt.warg@palletbarrier.com
Tel: 01392 876100

www.geodesignbarriers.com

everything to do with resilient re-instatement that you
realise that you’re breaking new ground and that you
really have to keep on top of what’s going on to
ensure that the builders, for perfectly understandable
reasons, don’t just crack on with their work using
inappropriate building methods and materials.
Whilst the ABI should be commended for offering
advice in their flood literature, there is a woeful lack
of knowledge among the legions of professionals
from whom we ought to be able to take advice on the
ground and the disparity of such was astonishing in
2007, ranging from inadequate to just plain wrong. In
a Victorian terraced street, where not one house in
thirty-six escaped, the opportunity to co-ordinate the
re-instatement to resilient standards was squandered.
I have aired my views on this subject and I hope that,
if we suffer a similar event in future, lessons will
have been learnt from our collective misfortune.
Nick Hills, Oxford
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The Making of a Local Emergency Plan - Frampton-on-Severn
The Revd Peter Cheesman describes the development
of the Severn Community Emergency Plan.

It is a privilege to be still living in Frampton-onSevern after 25 years. It is a beautiful place which
boasts that its “Fair Rosamund's Green” is the longest
in England. The sign above the bar in “The Three
Horseshoes” is a reminder of the idyll of the
countryside “On this spot in 1765 nothing happened!”

community itself had to help itself. For a short time
we, in effect, closed down the village. We laid
disinfectant barriers across the roads approaching the
village, issued warning posters and a regular
newsletter. We did whatever we could, responding to
the changing situation as we thought best. By and
large our self-assumed authority was accepted.
Eventually life returned to “normal” for most
people ... until 2007!
This time we, in Frampton, were luckier. Many
communities around us and elsewhere were hit hard.
To Frampton it was a glancing blow – some homes
had water in and the fields were waterlogged, but we
still had water and we never lost power.
However, it was enough to trigger the birth of the
Frampton-on-Severn Community Emergency Plan.
This is that Plan's story.
The plan's twofold aim was for Frampton to:

The peace was shattered in 2001 by Foot and Mouth
Disease. Even before the coal lorry convoy arrived a
tangible gloom settled on the Village and the four
other Ecclesiastical Parishes in my care. It was Easter
time, and for the only time in my ministry I
encouraged people not to come to Church if they felt
concerned that they might spread the disease. It was a
national disaster.

The response in Frampton was the formation of an
Action Group of useful people by the Chairman of the
Civil Parish Council. The Group included a Vet, the
GP, a Butcher, Clergy, Farmers and Parish
Councillors. As Vicar I was part of this. We realised
because of the scale of the FMD outbreak the

• do as much as it could to support itself in a crisis
whilst working effectively with outside bodies
• be a resource to help elsewhere.
In the jargon it was Integrated
Management down to the grass roots.

Emergency

First, we had to get that plan to the starting line. The
two triggers were, as described Foot & Mouth
Disease and, as readers will understand, the Floods.
No one could now say, “It will never happen to us!”
These two triggers were necessary evils to get us to
the starting line. The Question could now be asked,
“What might come next in our village?” triggering the
response, “We need a plan.”
To get beyond the Starting Line the plan needed a
sponsor. This had to be a body or group with some
power or influence which representing the people of
the Community and would be recognised by the
powers that be outside the community.
Had this been where I was born and brought up there
would have been a problem. In the suburbs of London
there was no meaningful geographical area around
our house to which my family felt allegiance. Finding
a significant area was going to be much easier in a
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Frampton-on-Severn (Continued)
rural area? Logically, the significant area for
Frampton was that between the horseshoe bend of the
River Severn and the A38. It is an area served by
three Civil Parish Councils. A Plan only for Frampton
resulted because only Frampton Parish Council would
sponsor one.
To get beyond the Starting Line the plan needed a
champion who believed in having a plan and was
committed to it. They had to be someone who was
prepared to take a lead, keep it before the Parish
Council, and to whom both Village and individuals
would respond. Volunteers sometimes need to be
volunteered!
To get beyond the Starting Line the plan needed an
advisor, a catalyst. This was my role. My credentials
were the knowledge and experience acquired as
Senior Civilian Chaplain at the annual The Royal
International Air Tattoo at Fairford and with
Gloucestershire's Emergency Management Service. I
was on the EMS Steering Group for Accredited
Volunteers where Keyworkers were selected and
trained to provide in an emergency support to
individuals, help in running Rest Centres and back-up
for Police Family Liaison Officers
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/index.cfm?articleid=3315

More importantly I knew personally those to whom I
could talk within District and County EMS. I also
knew the availability of templates for Community
Emergency Plans. It was clear that an Emergency
Plan for Frampton should work in practice in an
emergency. It was not to save the planet!
Having got to the starting line a working party had to
work through the template for the plan to be relevant
to and owned by Frampton.
A Risk assessment took in the obvious – animal
disease and flood. It had also to take into account
other risks that could be imagined like the
combination of power shortages and protracted cold
spells or heatwaves on the elderly and children.
National and local risk registers provide guideance
[http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/reports/
national_risk_register.aspx]. The danger was in
getting bogged down in too much detail and trying to

be so comprehensive as to not leave room for the
unexpected.
The plan made a clear distinction between responses
to the risks. The Emergency Response Team's role
was to respond when a crisis occurred. Mitigation of
risk, the preventative role, was that of the Parish
Council.
A major debate was about the vulnerable. There were
three institutions in the Village. The Primary School
used the Local Authority Crisis Plan template. Its
plan was filed with the Community's and vice versa.
The two residential homes of course complied with
fire and other regulations but worryingly had no
comprehensive emergency plans.
There was a fierce debate about vulnerable
individuals. In the end it was concluded that listing
vulnerable individuals was impossible. There were
too many variables. Individuals' and families' levels
of vulnerability change with circumstances and it was
too easy to leave someone out. It was impracticable
for the Emergency Team to maintain one. However, it
was possible to identify those who knew the village
and its residents and who could look out for the
vulnerable in a crisis – Parish Councillors in their
wards, Church Visitors, Village Agent,
Neighbourhood Warden, etc.
To be credible the Emergency Response Team
members had to be appointed by the Sponsor, the
Parish Council, yet had to command respect in their
own right. Members had to live in the community and
not be away too much. The different team roles had to
be clear yet flexible to allow for a member being
unavailable. At least one had the authority to draw on
an emergency fund budgeted for by the Parish
Council. Around the core team others with specialist
skills were identified to be brought in as required
depending on the crisis and the specialist skills they
could bring. They, too, had to be invited to volunteer.
The role of the Parish Council was not to operate the
plan but to ensure the ongoing life of the community
and to provide the resources required.
Available resources had to be catalogued. People,
premises and equipment had to be identified and
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Frampton-on-Severn (Continued)
agreement recorded about their use. The hope that
resources would be available in an emergency had to
make way for certainty. This applied also to resources
from outside the village which needed to be identified
and recorded. Availability at all times was the
principal.
That is the story the the Frampton Plan – or rather the
beginning of the story. The pressure needs to kept up.
The plan must be kept fresh and up to date with the
team ready to respond at any time. They need to feel
that is worthwhile spending time and energy on
something that hopefully will never happen. This
includes some ways of exercising the plan. This is a
story “to be continued....”
Now, as a postscript, a thirty-nine year habit of
preaching drives me to remind readers of this
newsletter what they already know and hopefully
practice in spreading the good news of emergency
planning:
To the professionals - taking Community Plans
seriously will help Communities to take them
seriously too and will encourage Community

Response Teams. Take every opportunity in talking
with Parish Councils or WIs or any local Group to
ask the question “How's your Community Emergency
Plan doing?”
To Community Groups – be supporters, even while
being critical friends, of those charged with
emergency response and planning in the the
emergency services, local authorities and the utilities.
Consider separating the roles of pressure group for
change and emergency response. The latter will
always be needed. And finally in Frampton and I
hope in villages and towns across the Country there
will be resilient communities which will be able to
face with confidence the Question, “What if disaster
strikes?”
Peter Cheesman is the recently retired Vicar of the
Severnside Group of Parishes, which includes
Frampton-on-Severn. www.framptononsevern.com
Copies of the unrestricted version of the Frampton's
Plan are available from The Revd Peter Cheesman
FCA MCMI, Frampton Court, The Green, Framptonon-Severn, GLOUCESTER, GL2 7EX: Telephone;
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Haydon Bridge - Northumberland
Storey Hall is very attached to the hawthorn that The new wall has been designed to be as unobtrusive
grows on the riverbank by his home in the village of as possible – high enough to protect people and
Haydon Bridge, Northumberland. While many trees homes in the event of flooding, low enough to allow
around this spot on the banks of the South Tyne have views of this fast-flowing, salmon-fishing river that
been chopped down to make way for a new flood runs through the village. Walk-over steps have been
wall, Storey’s cherish hawthorn has been spared. ‘For built on each side to restore access to the banks for
residents and anglers. The wall is
me, it has sentimental value,’ he says.
made of inter-locking concrete blocks
‘You get the flower and the berry, and
“Flash flooding in
that could easily be mistaken for
it’s a very traditional tree. So I’m glad
January 2005 brought
natural stone. It is the first time the
we get to keep it.’
devastation to the
Environment Agency has used this
western edge of this
Before construction work began on
innovative method of construction in a
attractive stone-built
the new wall, the Environment
flood defence project. Once assembled
village near Hexham.
Agency carried out a survey of the
it should need no maintenance and
Even the flood
trees, bushes and flowering plants
will protect about 55 properties that
monitoring system got
along the 400 metre section of
would otherwise be at risk of flooding.
washed away…”
riverbank. Riverside residents were
Flash flooding in January 2005
asked if there was a particular tree or
shrub they wanted to keep, and offered ‘two for one’ brought devastation to the western edge of this
attractive stone-built village near Hexham. Even the
replacement planting for each that would be felled.
flood monitoring system got washed away, and the
‘We are delighted with the way the Environment
old flood wall disappeared under water. Gillian
Agency has consulted the people affected at every
Plaice and her family moved into their home, on a
stage of the project, especially in relation to the flora
new housing development called Innerhaugh Mews,
and fauna,’ says Storey.
only a few months before the river flooded. The
houses were built on a field
that was known to have
flooded on at least one
previous occasion. ‘We
were like a little island
here, entirely surrounded
by water,’ Gillian recalls.
‘Luckily the water didn’t
come into the house.’
Looking out of her kitchen
window at the western end
of the new flood wall, and
the river beyond it, Gillian
says she is pleased with
what she can see: ‘The old
wall didn’t extend this far
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Haydon Bridge - Northumberland (Continued)

so having this new wall going right round our
development and up to the main road gives us a bit of
reassurance, and some protection.
We were concerned that it might obscure our view of
the river because it’s higher than the old wall but we
can still see it. So it’s fine.’
The western end of the wall also envelops a sizeable
piece of land that was originally envisaged by the
developers for yet more new houses. The deluge of
2005 put paid to that idea, and existing residents were
then able to club together to buy it for use as
additional gardens.
Joyce and George Gray, who live next door to Storey
Hall by the river, spent eight months in temporary
accommodation in the village while their flooddamaged 1960s bungalow underwent repairs.
A temporary clay flood wall was erected while

project planning for a permanent one began in
earnest, led initially by the Agency’s Andrew Foster
and later by David Huntington. A flood group was
formed to act as a channel of communication and
consultation between the Environment Agency and
local residents. George Gray became its secretary.
‘There was very little argument about the need for the
wall,’ George recalls. ‘There were concerns about
losing the trees, but in the end almost everyone
accepted that they had to go in order to get the wall
built.’
A planning application was duly submitted by the
Agency to Tynedale Council in January 2008, and the
construction began a year later. Contractors working
in two groups are now busy using heavy lifting gear
to hoist the huge concrete slabs into place. The wall’s
surface is expected to mellow and blend in more with
its surroundings within three to four years.
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Haydon Bridge - Northumberland (Continued)
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George is pleased with the time,
effort and thought the Environment
Agency has invested in the project.
‘Agency staff came along and helped
at meetings, provided a lot of leaflets
and information, and paid for our
website,’ George says:
‘They’ve been reasonable, done a
good job and told everyone what they
needed to know. I will be much
relieved when the next flood shows
the wall does what it’s intended to
do.’
Not everyone at risk of flooding in
the village will benefit from the new
flood defences, however. Mary
Douthwaite’s cottage near the
football ground at Temple Houses, at
the eastern end of Haydon Bridge,
was within two inches of being
flooded in 2005.
Nothing has been done since to
reduce the risk of a similar event, or
worse, in future. The close proximity
of both the South Tyne river and a
burn running alongside it remains a
perpetual worry.

The NFF Needs YOU!

‘It’s good that they are building a
flood wall at the other end of the
village – but that doesn’t help me or
my property,’ Mary says. ‘If the bank
by the burn was raised by two or
three feet, we would be happy.’

We need information from
your flood action group…

Vera Fletcher, a member of Haydon

Tony Coates
Brendan Glynane
Laura Lindley
Paul Roberts

Send us your story with
pictures where possible
to…
info@floodforum.org.uk

Parish Council, believes Mary and
her neighbours have a strong case for
flood defences.
‘Historically, flooding is worse
around Temple Houses than at the
other end of the village where they
have built the wall, and where houses
have been built on a flood plain,’ she
says.
‘To raise the ground here and create
a bund would make a huge
difference, not just in terms of
containing the water but also to
people’s feelings of safety and
security.’
With building work on the new wall
approaching completion, the focus of
the Haydon Bridge Flood Group may
turn next to the unresolved issue
around Temple Houses. ‘We would
like to support Mary,’ says George
Gray. ‘If she wants to push that
forward, we will give her our
assistance.’

Please send letters or
emails for inclusion in the
next edition to:
info@floodforum.org.uk
Or to the address opposite.

We would be interested in hearing your
reactions. Anyone wishing to respond to these
articles is more than welcome to contact us at
the address opposite.

Whist the NFF cannot
endorse any products and
services included in this
newsletter we give thanks
for the generous support of
the organisations
concerned.

